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62 The Art of Teaching Writing

D) Narrative Unit 4 – The Wedding Ghost by Leon Garfield

Duration
Three to four weeks (fifteen to twenty lessons) unit of learning

Outcomes
There will be three written outcomes for this unit:

●● A scripted interview with Jack – based upon the first half of the story, up to the point that 
he arrives at the gates of the mansion. (pages 4–38) 

●● A descriptive piece of narrative writing designed to create suspense, tension and 
menace – based upon the section of the story from when Jack goes through the gates, up 
until when he kisses the Sleeping Beauty. (pages 38–51)

●● Diary writing – The diary of the wedding ghost on the day that she is kissed and gets 
married. (pages 54–64)

The second and third pieces of writing should include examples of the narrative techniques used 
in the exemplar model texts that appear below. These techniques also appear in Leon Garfield’s 
text. These should be analyzed as the text is read, with the purpose of developing pupils’ reading 
skills, as well as providing them with techniques that can subsequently be used in their own writing.

Characters in the story

Uncle Goodman An eccentric uncle who drinks rather too much

Mr Goodman The father of Gillian Goodman, the bride

Mrs Goodman The mother of Gillian Goodman, the bride

Gillian (Jill) Goodman The lady who is about to be married (the bride) to Jack Best 

Jack Best The main character in the story. He is about to be married (the 
groom) to Gillian Goodman as the story opens

A policeman An officer Jack Best talks to on his way to Holborn and the city

An old sailor man A cheeky, humorous, but slightly sinister sailor who transports 
Jack to the destination shown on his map

Charlie The sailor’s grandson

A series of dead bodies These are everywhere in the Sleeping Beauty’s mansion

The Sleeping Beauty A mysterious, yet beautiful and alluring ghost who casts a spell 
on Jack

Summary of the plot
●● The story begins with the preparations for a wedding.
●● Gillian Goodman and Jack Best are about to get married.
●● They will get married on a Sunday, at half past twelve in the afternoon.


